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A question of Roger Ware about nonexistence of quaternion extensions inside Pythagorean 
closure of a field is answered. It is shown that if the dihedral group of order 8 is not realizable 
as the Galois group of an extension inside the Pythagorean closure, then also the quaternion 
group of order 8 is not realizable. 
In [7, p. 104, Remark 3.131, Ware asked whether the quaternion group can occur 
as a homomorphic image of the Pythagorean Galois group of a field satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1 quoted below. In this note we shall show that the answer 
is negative (Theorem 2). 
In our paper we shall follow the notation in [7]. In particular, we set 
- F = a formally real field, 
- K = a field of characteristic not equal to 2, 
- F(py) = a Pythagorean closure of F (= the smallest algebraic extension of F such 
that every sum of squares is a square), 
- G&Y) = Gal(F(py)IF), 
- T(F) = sum of squares of the field F, 
- &’ (resp. K) is the multiplicative subgroup of F (resp. K), 
- T(F)= T(F)- {0}, 
- [a] = the element aP2 in P / &” (aEF), 
- ((a, b)/F) = the quaternion algebra over F corresponding to a, b EF, 
- Br(F) = Brauer group of F, 
- Br,(F) = subgroup of elements of order 12 of Br(F), 
- [((a, b)/F)] = class of ((a, b)/F) in Br(F), 
- DF((l,-c))={[d]~~;l~‘I there exist x,y~Fsuch that d=x*-ccy’)=N,, 
- Hs = the quaternion group of order 8. 
In [7], the following theorem was proved: 
Theorem 1. Let G = G,(py). The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Every extension of F, of degree 4, contained in F(py), is normal over F. 
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(2) The dihedral group of order 8 is not a homomorphic image of G. 
(3) D,((1,t))=F2UtF2foreveryelement tET(F)-F2. 0 
Because a, b E T(F) and T(F) is a group, we see that ab E T(F) too. Thus from con- 
Theorem 2. Let G = G,(py). Then statement (4) below is equivalent o each of the 
statements of Theorem 1. 
(4) Every homomorphic image of degree 8 of the group G is an abelian group. 
To prove Theorem 2 we shall need three known facts: 
Fact 1 ([2, 7.7(ii), compare also [4, 81). Suppose that K is a field and that a, b EK 
are independent modulo K2. Then there exists a field L such that 
K(fi,fi)cL and Gal(L / K)=H, 
if and only if 
(A) [(q)][(%)][($)] =l. 0 
The following fact was observed by many authors (see e.g. [3, Chapter III, Exercise 
12; 1; 5; 61: 
Fact 2. For u, v, r, SE K we have 
[(Y)]=[(Y)j 
if and only if 
(B) vN,,I--IsN,ON,,#~. 0 
Finally we shall need the following simple observation: 
Fact 3. Suppose that a $ T(F). Then @ $ Fpy . 
Proof. Suppose that a$ T(F). Then there exists an ordering P of the field F such 
that a $ P. Consider some fixed algebraic closure F of F. Then there exists a real 
closed field R CF such that FcR and d2 flP= P. Hence fi E R. Since fle R 
we see that @@R. Because F(py) is the intersection of all Pythagorean fields KCF, 
we see that fi$ F(py). This proves our assertion. 0 
Finally we have 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to show that condition (2) of Theorem 1 is 
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equivalent to condition (4) of Theorem 2. Because the dihedral group of order 8 is 
non-abelian, condition (4) implies condition (2). Because there are only two non- 
abelian groups of order 8, namely the dihedral and quaternion groups, it is enough 
to show that condition (2) implies that H8 is not a homomorphic image of G= 
G&y). We shall prove this by contradiction. Suppose that contrary to our state- 
ment there exists a field L such that 
and Gal(L 1 F) z H, . Then there exist a, b E &’ such that a, b are linearly independent 
modulo P2 and 
FcF(fi,J-)cL. 
From Fact 1 we see that 
This is equivalent to the condition 
[(A$)] = [(+e)j. 
Hence from Fact 2 we see that there exists an element CEP such that 
[c] E -N_, t-l -bN_, fl N,. 
From Fact 3 we see that 4 b E T(F). Because condition (3) follows from condition 
(2), we see that 
Thus 
NL = DF( 1, a> = {VI, [al}. 
[cl E {i-b], [-WI flNa. 
Suppose that [cl = [-b] E NoI Then 
I--b1 E&C 1, -a> 
and therefore 
14 E@( 1, b) = {PI, WI). 
This contradicts the fact that [a] and [b] are linearly independent elements of the 
vector space P 1 P2. 
Suppose now that [c] = [-ba] EN,. Then 
[-ba] E DF( 1, -a> 
and therefore 
[al EDdL ba). 
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Because a, b E T(F) and T(F) is a group, we see that ab E T(F) too. Thus from con- 
dition (3) we find that [a] E {[l], [ba]}. This again contradicts the fact that [a] and 
[b] are linearly independent elements of the vector space P 1 P2. 
This shows that our assumption that Hs was a homomorphic image of G&y) 
was wrong. Our theorem is proved. 0 
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